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A New Year, A New Registration Regime
for Private Electronic System Operators

2019 was a pivotal year in Indonesia’s digital business landscape as the government issued, among
others, Government Regulation No. 71 of 2019 on Electronic Systems and Transactions (click here to
read our alert on the 2019 Regulation). The 2019 regulation mandates all electronic system operators
to register themselves with the Ministry of Communications and Informatics (“Ministry”).
The 2019 regulation only contains the broad principles on the registration obligation, but mandates that
this obligation be further regulated in a Ministerial-level regulation. As a follow-up to such mandate,
towards the end of 2020, the Ministry issued a new regulation1 to give more colour on the registration
obligation, specifically for private electronic system operators.2
Interestingly, the new regulation does not exclusively deal with the registration obligation and
consequences arising from failure to oblige. Instead, a big chunk of the regulation deals with illegal
content, notice and takedowns, and the government’s ability to request data and access to electronic
systems in specific situations (e.g. law enforcement purposes).
In the upcoming weeks, we will be issuing a series of alerts on this topic. This first alert will look at the
rules on registration.

Why the Registration Obligation?
Before we get into the relevant key provisions in the new regulation, we believe that it is worth noting
why this registration obligation exists in the first place. Based on publicly available information, the
Ministry’s objective in requiring registration is to establish a database of electronic system operators that
provide products and services to users in Indonesia.
Minister of Communications and Informatics Regulation No. 5 of 2020 on the Operation of Private Electronic System Operators.
Private electronic system operators are non-public bodies that operate electronic systems. Therefore, these operators do not
include public bodies, such as central and regional executive, legislative, judicative bodies, and any other bodies established
pursuant to a statutory mandate.
1

2
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As the old saying goes, “information is power,” and by establishing this database, the Ministry will have
the information to effectively exercise its supervisory and enforcement powers on electronic system
operators as and when required.

The Different Registration Regimes
Registration of electronic system operators with the Ministry is not a new concept. In fact, registration
obligation goes back to 2012, when the government enacted Government Regulation No. 82 of 2012
on Electronic Systems and Transactions (which was later succeeded and replaced by the 2019
regulation). The 2012 regulation introduced the registration requirement, albeit making it mandatory only
for public electronic system operators.
Before 2020, the Ministry also has issued multiple regulations to regulate the registration of electronic
system operators. Based on our observation, the registration of electronic system operators can be
broadly divided into three phases:
1. Pre-Online Single Submission (“OSS”) phase. Before the launching of the OSS portal (the
government’s one-stop shop portal for all business permits and licensing), the registration of all
electronic system operators was made via the Ministry’s registration portal.
2. Post-OSS phase. Between the OSS portal’s launch and before the enactment of this new
regulation, electronic system operators could register themselves either to the OSS portal or
the Ministry’s registration portal.
3. The new regulation phase. This is the period after the enactment of the new regulation.
Electronic system operators can currently only register themselves to the OSS portal, save for
businesses in specific sectors, such as financial and energy, mineral and natural resources
(where registration is made directly through the Ministry’s registration portal).
Later in this alert, we will touch upon the impact of the registration obligation under this new regulation
to electronic system operators registered with the Ministry before the new regulation.

What’s New?
Registration for all
As mentioned earlier, the 2019 regulation clarified that all electronic system operators (be it public
operators, onshore private operators, or offshore private operators) have to register themselves.
Despite the universal application, this regulation exempts offshore electronic system operators from the
registration obligation if they do not:
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1. provide services in Indonesia;
2. carry out business in Indonesia; and/or
3. provide and/or offer their electronic systems for use in Indonesia.
Registration prerequisites
The prerequisites for an electronic system operator’s registration vary from one regime to another.
Before the new regulation phase, a notable registration prerequisite that many operators are concerned
with was the requirement to furnish a certificate of information security management system (ISMS),
specifically the SNI ISO/IEC 27001 certificate.
The ISMS certificate requirement has now been removed. Now, operators only need to make a
representation that they will put in place the necessary information security measures as required by
the prevailing law. This representation is made simply by ticking a check box on the Ministry’s
registration portal.
Registration certificate validity
Upon successful registration, an operator will receive a registration certificate (tanda daftar) and have
the name of their organisation and electronic systems published in the Ministry’s online directory of
registered electronic system operators.
Previously, a registration certificate is valid for five years and operators must re-register upon the expiry
of the registration certificate. Based on information that we obtained from the Ministry, going forward,
registration certificates will remain valid indefinitely subject to the operators’ compliance with the new
regulation.

What’s Next?
Offshore electronic system operators
Under the new regulation, offshore electronic system operators have a six-month grace period from 24
November 2020 before they must register themselves. But considering that the new regulation is already
effective from 24 November 2020 onwards, these offshore operators should already be able to register
themselves.
However, up to the date of this alert, the necessary infrastructure for registration of offshore operators
is not yet operational. Consequently, these operators will not be able to register themselves for now.
Registered onshore system operators
This regulation provides the much-needed clarity surrounding the registration of electronic system
providers. Still, more detail is needed to fully understand the impact of registration, especially for onshore
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electronic system operators that are already registered with the Ministry during the pre-OSS phase and
the post-OSS phase. This regulation is silent about these operators’ status, but based on a consultation
with the Ministry, they must re-register themselves via the OSS portal.

Conclusion
This regulation is very much in line with the government’s theme of licensing and registration
simplification and marks another milestone in Indonesia’s digital business landscape. While there are
still some open items, we expect that the Ministry will close the loop in its socialisation of the new
regulation, which we understand is expected to occur in the near future.
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Our Regional Presence

Based in Indonesia, and consistently gaining recognition from independent observers, Assegaf Hamzah & Partners has established itself as a major
force locally and regionally and is ranked as a top-tier firm in many practice areas. Founded in 2001, it has a reputation for providing advice of the
highest quality to a wide variety of blue-chip corporate clients, high net worth individuals, and government institutions.
Assegaf Hamzah & Partners is part of Rajah & Tann Asia, a network of local law firms in Singapore, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR,
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. Our Asian network also includes regional desks focused on Brunei, Japan and South
Asia.
The contents of this Update are owned by Assegaf Hamzah & Partners and subject to copyright protection under the laws of Indonesia and, through
international treaties, other countries. No part of this Update may be reproduced, licensed, sold, published, transmitted, modified, adapted, publicly
displayed, broadcast (including storage in any medium by electronic means whether or not transiently for any purpose save as permitted herein)
without the prior written permission of Assegaf Hamzah & Partners.
Please note also that whilst the information in this Update is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief at the time of writing, it is only intended
to provide a general guide to the subject matter and should not be treated as a substitute for specific professional advice for any particular course
of action as such information may not suit your specific business and operational requirements. It is to your advantage to seek legal advice for your
specific situation. In this regard, you may call the lawyer you normally deal with in Assegaf Hamzah & Partners.
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